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METHODOLOGY

Bishop Fox’s Threat Modeling proactively addresses 
security issues across the software development life cycle 
with in-depth analysis of application design, threats, and 
countermeasures that become foundational to ongoing 
DevOps processes.

Upon completion of scoping and contracts, Bishop Fox 
consultant(s) will be assigned to your engagement and begin 
execution of the methodology outlined in this document.



Overview

High-level Process

Before any technical analysis begins, Bishop 
Fox consultants will first meet with all invested 
stakeholders including engineering/development, 
project management, security, and other relevant 
business parties. This first step gathers information 
critical to the success of the Threat Model including 
development processes, risk scenarios, business 
objectives, top threats, regulations, and criticality 
of applications. This information enables our 
consultants to better understand and deconstruct 
applications and their environment relevant to the 
Threat Modeling process. 

Upon completion of all stakeholder meetings, 
our consultants will construct dataflow diagrams 
including key processes and locations of crossover 
into trust boundaries. Using the S.T.R.I.D.E 
framework, threat enumeration will be performed 
at each cross-over location bringing to light 
areas that can be exploited through spoofing, 

tampering, repudiation, information disclosure, 
denial of service, and elevation of privilege. Our 
consultants then identify and document mitigating 
controls that should be applied to address each 
enumerated threat - including second and third  
order mitigations.

In the final steps, a draft of the Threat Model will be 
reviewed with all invested stakeholders confirming 
accuracy of dataflow diagrams and necessary 
changes that promote adoption of secure design 
patterns. Once feedback has been implemented, 
the Threat Model is finalized and communicated 
with all parties ensuring clarification of findings and 
processes for validation of mitigating controls. It 
is important to note that the primary outcome of 
this engagement is ensuring DevOps and security 
teams can iterate the Threat Model across future 
development life cycles. 
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Methodology Details
Step 0: Pre-assessment

The following assessment requirements must be met to ensure the timely and successful completion of  
the project.

Step 1: Build Stakeholder Team

The client will nominate stakeholders from the following roles/business units as representatives in the 
Threat Modeling process:

• Development/engineering
•  Security personnel
•  Project managers
•  Business stakeholders

Inclusion of these stakeholders ensure all parties are invested in the success of the threat modeling 
process. Throughout the engagement, key milestones are communicated to the relevant stakeholders 
accommodating for feedback and adjustments that expedites the engagement and ensures accuracy  
of the Threat Model.

Pre-assessment Requirements

APPLICATION  
INFORMATION

• Application Name: The name of the application examined.
• Application Version: The version of the application examined.
• Description: A high level description of the application.
• Document Owner: The owner of the threat modeling document.
• Participants: The participants involved in the threat modeling process for this application.
• Reviewer: The reviewer(s) of the threat model.

ENVIRONMENT  
ACCESS What external functions have access to the application environment?

APPLICATION 
ACCESS

• Data encryption and storage process
• Use of cache or cloud services
• Data access
• Privacy implications

DOCUMENTATION

What documentation is available to describe the design and architecture?
• Logical architecture diagrams
•  Component descriptions
•  Asset inventories
•  Software architecture documentation
•  Data flow diagrams

AUTHORITY
• Do any of the basic functionalities require administrative privileges? If so, what are they?
• What actions require admin-level privileges?
•  What are the actions that lead to system setting access?
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Step 2: Information Gathering and Objective Setting

The Bishop Fox assessment team will work with all stakeholders to set the overall security and business 
objectives of the engagement. This part of the process includes information gathering and review of 
documentation to better understand application development processes and environment.

BUSINESS 
OBJECTIVES

Identify high-level business objectives, including the risk profile or business criticality  
of the application or system.

SECURITY 
OBJECTIVES Identify the key security concerns, mitigation strengths and high-level security requirements.

HIGH-RISK THREAT  
SCENARIOS Identify the highest risk threat scenarios, including known or suspected threat actors.

APPLICATION 
PROFILE

• Where will the application be deployed?
•  Who will the users be?
•  What are the major use cases?
•  What are the data elements?
•  What rights will users have?
•  What technologies will be used?
•  What security mechanisms apply?

REGULATIONS Identify regulatory compliance requirements relevant to the application or system  
(i.e. PCI DSS, NIST, HIPAA, SOX, GLBA, etc.).

EXISTING 
MITIGATIONS

Identify existing mitigations and controls that are incorporated within the design and 
architecture of the application or system.

Bishop Fox Client

Where will the application be deployed ✓

Identify users ✓

Identify major use cases ✓

What rights will the users have ✓

Define the data elements such as user account data, etc. ✓

Key security concerns or mitigation strengths ✓

Known or suspected threat actors ✓

Regulatory compliance requirements ✓

The risk profile or business criticality of the application or environment ✓

Define key business objectives ✓
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Step 3: Deconstruct Application, Processes, and Create Dataflow Diagrams

In this step, the Bishop Fox assessment team uses collected documentation and stakeholder feedback 
to decompose applications and development processes. Assessors will construct a detailed diagram 
documenting key processes, trust boundaries, and data flows. 

ASSUMPTIONS Document all assumptions made about the system that can be checked or challenged in the 
future as the threat landscape changes.

KEY 
PROCESSES Identify key business processes implemented.

MAJOR 
COMPONENTS Identify the major components of the application or system being modeled.

DATA 
FLOWS Identify data flows between the major components.

TRUST 
BOUNDARIES Identify trust boundaries, where the level of trust changes between major components.

ATTACK 
SURFACE

Identify the entry and exit points, or attack surface, where data flows across trust 
boundaries.

Bishop Fox Client

Identify trust boundaries ✓
Highlight principal attack targets ✓
Attack surface identification ✓
Identify data flows ✓
Create dataflow diagrams ✓
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As weaknesses are uncovered, a risk score is given to each in relation to the following attributes:

*Note: Identified vulnerabilities should be factored into the design of the application and generate cases 
for testing in the development stage of applications.

EXPLOITABIL ITY The ease of exploiting the weakness (Easy, Average, Difficult).

PREVALENCE How common the identified weakness is (Widespread, Common, Uncommon).

DETECTABIL ITY The ease which the weakness can be detected. (Easy, Average, Difficult)

TECHNICAL 
IMPACT

The impact on a system’s confidentiality, integrity, availability, and accountability  
if the weakness were to be exploited. (Severe, Moderate, Minor)

Bishop Fox Client

Identify threats that apply only to application scenarios and context generated  
in Step 3 ✓

Assessment teams highlight dataflows that cross identified trust boundaries ✓
Assessment teams perform STRIDE analysis at each location to identify  
weaknesses and existing mitigations ✓

Determine the level of risk each threat poses ✓
Rank each threat to prioritize risk mitigation ✓
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Step 4: Threat Enumeration

In this step, the assessment team highlights dataflows that cross identified trust boundaries with STRIDE 
analysis performed at each location to identify potential weaknesses.

Threat Type Description Security Property

SPOOFING Threats in which an adversary poses as another user, component, or 
other system that has an identity in the system being modeled. Authenticity

TAMPERING Threats in which an adversary modifies persistent data or data in 
transit, to achieve some malicious goal. Integrity

REPUDIATION An adversary can deny performing some malicious activity because 
the system does not have sufficient evidence to prove otherwise. Accountability

INFORMATION 
DISCLOSURE Threats that expose protected data to unauthorized parties. Confidentiality

DENIAL OF 
SERVICE

Threats that lead to lack or degradation of access to legitimate 
users. Availability

ELEVATION 
OF PRIVILEGE

Threats in which an adversary can assume a trust level with different 
privileges than he currently has. Authorization



Step 5: Determine Mitigations

In this step, the assessment team identifies and notates the mitigating controls that will be incorporated 
to address each enumerated threat based on priority. This step is critical as the team must ensure that the 
correct context is appropriately factored in when considering the overall enterprise. The assessment team 
must also collaborate with key stakeholders to find and highlight proven and secure design patterns.

Step 6: Draft Initial Threat Model and Review for Accuracy

Prior to finalization, the assessment team will create a draft of the Threat Model and conduct workshops 
with stakeholders identified in Phase 0. The workshop will review dataflow diagrams, vulnerabilities, and 
mitigating controls with feedback for accuracy, concerns, and considerations that flush out the Threat 
Model in more detail.

Step 7: Finalize Threat Model

In the final step, the Threat Model is documented and distributed to all stakeholders, with assessors 
available for questions, clarifications, and follow-up as necessary. It’s important to note that validation of 
mitigation controls can only be performed by the client. However, the assessment team will ensure that 
the Threat Model is properly communicated to the relevant stakeholders throughout each phase of the 
process. Our ultimate objective isn’t to deliver the finalized report but walk clients through the exercise so 
that the Threat Model can be implemented in ongoing development life cycles.

FIRST ORDER  
MITIGATIONS

Identify and document primary mitigating controls that should be applied to address each  
enumerated threat.

SECOND AND 
THIRD ORDER  
MITIGATIONS

Identify secondary and tertiary controls that may be implemented as part of a defense in  
depth strategy in case first order controls are not effective.

Bishop Fox Client

Assessment teams identify & documents mitigating controls that should  
be applied to each enumerated threat ✓

Bishop Fox Client

Schedule threat modeling workshop ✓
Communicate threat models to all appropriate stakeholders ✓
Validation of mitigation controls is confirmed ✓
Assessment teams draft initial threat model based on dataflow diagram ✓

Bishop Fox Client

Schedule threat modeling workshop ✓
Communicate threat models to all appropriate stakeholders ✓
Validation of mitigation controls is confirmed ✓
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Delineation of Responsibilities Bishop Fox Client

Download and Utilize the Threat Modeling Workbook ✓ ✓

Step 1: Build Stakeholder Team

Include Security Team, DevOps, and Business Stakeholders ✓ ✓

Step 2: Information Gathering and Objective Setting 

Where will the application be deployed ✓

Identify users ✓

Identify major use cases ✓

What rights will the users have ✓

Define the data elements such as user account data, etc. ✓

Key security concerns or mitigation strengths ✓

Known or suspected threat actors ✓

Regulatory compliance requirements ✓

The risk profile or business criticality of the application or environment ✓

Define key business objectives ✓

Step 3: Deconstruct Application, Processes, and Dataflow Diagrams

Identify Trust boundaries ✓

Highlight principal attack targets ✓

Attack Surface Identification ✓

Identify data flows ✓

Create dataflow diagrams ✓

Step 4: Threat Enumeration

Identify threats that apply only to application scenarios and context generated in Step 3 ✓

Assessment teams highlight dataflows that cross identified trust boundaries ✓

Assessment teams perform STRIDE analysis at each location to identify weaknesses and  
existing mitigations ✓

Determine the level of risk each threat poses ✓ ✓

Rank each threat to prioritize risk mitigation ✓ ✓

Step 5: Determine Mitigations

Assessment teams identify & documents mitigating controls that should be applied to each  
enumerated threat ✓

Step 6: Draft Initial Threat Model and Review for Accuracy and Adjust

Schedule threat modeling workshop ✓

Communicate threat models to all appropriate stakeholders ✓

Validation of mitigation controls is confirmed ✓

Assessment teams draft initial threat model based on dataflow diagram ✓

Step 7: Finalize Threat Model

Complete threat model documentation ✓

Final meeting with key stakeholders prior to threat model finalization ✓ ✓

Finalize Threat Model ✓
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Recognized As  The Leader In  Offensive Security
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About Bishop Fox
Bishop Fox is the leading authority in offensive security, providing solutions ranging from continuous 
penetration testing, red teaming, and attack surface management to product, cloud, and application 
security assessments. We’ve worked with more than 25% of the Fortune 100, eight of the top 10 tech 
companies, and hundreds of other organizations to improve their security. Our Cosmos platform was 
named Best Emerging Technology in the 2021 SC Media Awards, and our offerings are consistently ranked 
as “world-class” in customer experience surveys. We’re an active participant in the security community 
and have published more than 15 open-source tools and 50 security advisories in the last five years.  
Learn more at bishopfox.com or follow us on Twitter.
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